TECHNIQUES

NIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHY

Shoot images with top sharpness, strong
colour and unique compositions after dark

Darkness is one of the biggest
challenges for a photographer to
deal with – even when using a highspec camera with mind-boggling
low-light capabilities. The essence of
photography is the capture of light,
and when there isn’t much light to be

found, there is always going to be the
likelihood of reduced image quality.
That said, shooting after dark can
also provide a real sense of excitement,
magic and mystery, and when the day
turns to night, a huge range of new
and unique subjects and techniques

come into play, enabling you to create
otherworldly images.
To get high-quality results, you’ll need
to improve your technique and fully
understand where common problems
occur when shooting in low light.
Successful night photography demands
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Dark world
The best way to improve your
night-time images is to pick the
most attractive properties of
the low-light scene and decide
how to use these for maximum
quality, colour and detail
© Gettyimages

far more than just technical knowledge,
though, and requires a similar set
of creative skills to any other genre
in order to make the most of mixed
lighting sources, the colour of light,
and the steep contrast that is found in
these dark environments.

In this complete guide to night
photography, discover the key areas
of shooting after the sun has set.
We’ll start with the basics over the
page, including recommendations for
the best kit and how to prep before
a night shoot, then move onto more

advanced photography skills, such
as astrophotography (p30) and light
painting (p32).
Read on to learn some top methods
and techniques for capturing night-time
shots that are full of energy and drama.
Ready? Then let’s get started!
23
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Prep for your shoot
What kit should you take out on a night shoot?
Learn to pack like a pro and scout ahead of time
Before heading out on a shoot, there are
several steps to follow to ensure you’re ready.
Preparation is key, especially when exploring
new or busy locations or working in conditions
that are a little inclement.
Night photography introduces some
unique difficulties. The contrast of light and
distribution of highlights and shadows is
inverted from the daytime, as is the colour
palette. There are also a few practical
challenges, for example making your way to
the ideal shooting position safely.
Try to make informed and considered
equipment choices. The lenses you’d ordinarily
opt for when shooting a particular subject
may not be as effective in dark places. For
example, the use of a wide-angle lens for a
landscape scene would be an instinctive
choice, but when working after dark it may not
produce the most balanced composition. The
high contrast and deep shadows, dictated by
the position of a single light source, may mean
that your foreground is too dark, leaving bland

areas at the bottom of the frame. In these
cases it would be better to use a 30-50mm
lens range, to cut out foreground. This needs
to be factored in when choosing your kit.
The hours of darkness also bring reduced
temperatures, especially in the autumn and
winter months. To be prepared for this, take
multiple batteries, particularly if you are
going to be far from a charging point, as cold
weather drains batteries more quickly.
Consider too the security of yourself and
your gear. Scrambling over rocks on the coast
is never going to be advisable in the dark, so
you should decide when to arrive on location
ahead of time, and plan to be in position while
there is still daylight. You also need to have
a plan for leaving your shoot – the return
journey needs to be equally achievable. Use
sources such as Google Maps to work out
your journey before heading out, and always
be sure that you can actually get to and from
your chosen position safely and with ease,
while carrying a load of photo gear.

What to pack
Select the most practical kit
for your after-dark shoot

HEAVY-DUTY TRIPOD
(WITH WEIGHT
ATTACHMENT)
Long exposures can be
expected as a matter of
course, so a strong tripod
is critical for sharp images.

Scout during daytime
Get the lay of the land when you have light to spare
When shooting at the boundary between two times of
day, the lighting tends to change quickly. Therefore, when
conducting a ‘live’ shoot, you want to be able to get straight
to making images. Always visit your chosen location during
the day, where possible, as this enables you to explore the
best shooting positions, work out compositions and identify
potential dangers with ease. You also won’t feel rushed
during the main shoot, as you can proceed immediately to
your first planned spot and set up for shooting.

CHECK
SUNSET TIMES

© Gettyimages

Near the end of a season, sunset
times can change rapidly. Make
sure you know when the sun is
going to set, as not only will this
have implications for your arrival
and setup, but the colour and
lighting for your first hour
on site can be identified
ahead of time.
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FAST
TELEPHOTO
A 70-200mm f/2.8
equivalent optic can
help reduce empty
foregrounds and
bring objects closer
together, minimising
negative space.

STANDARD ZOOM
A zoom lens of around
17-85mm is a good all-round
optic, useful for quickly
changing compositions
using the most common
focal lengths.

‘CLEAN’ CAMERA

FAST PRIME

A camera that prioritises
low noise over resolution
is ideal – a 24MP model
is arguably more suitable
than many 45MP+
cameras, with exceptions.

It is always useful to
have a wide aperture
‘standard’ lens with
at least f/2 available
at around 30-50mm.

TORCH
A handheld torch is a
useful autofocus aid, can
add subtle fill light, and
helps avoid safety issues in
challenging environments.

Plan for access and
check permissions
When you plan to arrive at a location just
as most other people are leaving for the
night, there is the potential to run into
difficulties. Be certain you can access car
parking facilities at the time you need to
arrive, and always check the rules set by
the landowners – make sure you are not
technically trespassing by being at a site
after dark. It doesn’t hurt to ask first and
even request a special pass, just so that any
security personnel will know to expect you,
avoiding uncomfortable misunderstandings.

© Gettyimages

When shooting after hours you
need to think of everything
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Focus and expose in the dark
Nail the technical elements of achieving sharp, moody images in low light
The irony of many genres of photography
is that the most interesting and desirable
aspects of a scene are often the properties
that create the biggest challenges. In night
photography, where ambient light is at a
minimum, the deep contrast and low-key
tonality make scenes attractive, but can
play absolute havoc with any focusing and
exposure measurements.
Often the systems responsible for
monitoring and controlling automatic camera
functions utilise the same technology that’s
used to create a digital image. Many autofocus
systems, for example, use mini sensors, or
the imaging sensor itself, to assess subject

distance, so if there is minimal light available
it can prove a difficulty. Many of us will have
experienced tell-tale lens hunting when
attempting to focus in a poorly illuminated
scene. In these cases the camera is unable
to differentiate where one object ends and
another begins (it can’t find edges in the
scene) and so can’t determine when the lens
elements are correctly placed for focus.
Similarly, the extreme contrast of brightness
often experienced in night-time settings can
confuse the automatic metering systems into
selecting an improper exposure for the imagewide tonal balance. Most commonly the
deep shadow areas trigger extreme highlight

Once you are aware of potential issues,
you can apply mitigation tactics

overexposure, which in the worst cases
results in lost detail, or at best can reduce the
dramatic ‘dark’ feel of the scene.
Once you are aware of these potential
issues, however, you can apply mitigation
tactics! These can be as simple as choosing
a composition that eliminates too much
extreme darkness, such as a black sky, which
would otherwise lead to over-exposure of the
foreground. This would also help to produce
a balanced composition, since empty black
voids add little interest to a scene. Use a
longer focal length or arrange the composition
so only a strip of sky is visible.
To avoid a shot lacking in atmosphere, meter
from the highlights and use Spot Metering
to prevent too much detail being revealed
in the shadows, thereby holding the low-key,
night-time tonality. Make contrast an asset for
greater and more realistic drama.
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‘FROM THE
HIP’ FOCUSING

© Nikolett Emmert

© Justin Hamilton

Sometimes ‘precision’, through-the-lens
focusing becomes overly time-consuming,
especially in extreme darkness. Using
hyperfocal or double-distance focusing
methods can be a quick, streamlined
solution for sharp images. See DP
issue 229 for a tutorial on
the double-distance
method.

Left

Above

In high-contrast, low-light city scenes, don’t worry about
protecting highlights in streetlights. Contrary to daylight
settings, let these burn out if necessary, in order to
protect the deepest shadows

When using autofocus in dark environments, look
for borders between light and dark areas, or colour
differences, as these edges will be easier for the camera
to recognise and use as a focus reference

Control brightness

High-contrast edges

What is reciprocity failure?
How to overcome this common low-light challenge
Reciprocity failure is a phenomenon by which the standard rules
of exposure begin to break down in extreme low light. During
the days of film photography this was caused by the physical
properties of the film emulsion and the chemical reaction to
the random interaction with photons that occurs at low-light
intensities. However, digital sensors detect light in a more
linear way – a 20-second exposure results in roughly twice the
signal as a ten-second exposure – so no correction is necessary.
But for exposures of multiple seconds, Long Exposure Noise
Reduction is recommended for a cleaner image.

Live View focusing advantages
Make the most of your camera’s LCD for sharper detail
Judging fine focus can sometimes be challenging using a small
optical viewfinder in the best light, so it is even more of an issue
in the dark. The rear LCD screen enables you to zoom in on the
live image and adjust manual focus, while referencing a magnified
image for greater precision. There is also the option on some
cameras to put focus peaking to good use, which highlights
when the key areas are in focus, making it far easier to assess
sharpness in low light.
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Capture impactful colour
Control colour balance and intensity in scenes with chromatic depth
One of the key skills for fine-art painters is
recognising the characteristic colour balance
of different types of lighting and environment.
This enables the artist to create a realistic
gradation of pigments on the canvas by
mixing colours for different hues and shades.
As photographers, it is surprisingly easy to
overlook these parameters in the scene in
front of us, since we often rely solely on the
camera to choose the best balance for us. In
simple lighting we might be able to get away
with it, but in the complex mixed-source

ambience of a low-light scene, we can expect
to run into problems when using automatic
white balance.
In these cases, it pays to know what to
expect from different scenes in terms of
the characteristic colours of the shadows,
midtones and highlights. Each ‘zone’ has a
different cast, which must be factored into
your decision-making when choosing a white
balance preset in-camera, or when applying
colour correction in post-processing. If you
don’t familiarise yourself with this aspect you

might create images with unnatural casts, or
miss opportunities for eye-catching contrasts.
Generally speaking, shadow areas are
dominated by cooler tones, such as blues,
cyans and greens. This is the case even
in bright daylight, but can be even more
noticeable at night when contrasted against
ultra-warm artificial light from street lamps
and windows. In urban spaces it is unlikely
that any single white balance setting will
cater for all areas of the frame – the scene
will either look unnaturally cool, or conversely
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Colour themes

Balance mixed colour

Colour harmony in low light
has a strong impact on the
feel of a shot, when there is
little colour overall. Here the
composition makes use of the
gradient of magenta to blue

Capture the best of all colours
using a bespoke white balance

there will be a uniform warm cast across the
whole tonal range, reducing impact. A custom
white balance will enable you to determine
which colours dominate the scene, but will
often create a neutral image, which isn’t
dynamic. It’s often better to play up the most
dominant colours, or create multiple frames
from a single RAW file and merge these later.
For natural landscapes at night, expect
a cooler overall hue, heavy with blues and
some purples, depending on how much light
remains in the sky.

One of the characteristic challenges
of cityscape photography is the mixed
colour temperatures of different light
sources. Many office lights will have a
strong yellow cast, as will traffic trails,
while modern street lamps often have
a much cooler cast. With the popularity
of mood lighting, many cities may also
feature blue light in underpasses, or
within hotel lobbies, etc. All of these
sources create problems when selecting
a white balance to suit the entire scene.

1

2

Find the best preset T
 oggle through the
standard white balance presets to find
the one that gives the best improvement over
the result produced by Auto. Cloudy or Shade
will emphasise the warmer colours, while
Tungsten and Fluorescent will bias towards
the blues and greens.

3

4

5

Perform micro-adjustments C
 ustomise
your Kelvin setting to taste. For greater
colour-balance control, use your camera’s
white balance micro-adjustment to alter the
balance of magenta and cyan. This allows you
to cater for lighting in a specific scene.

Start with Auto WB T
 his mode will
likely not give you a finished image, as
Auto White Balance can become confused
by the multiple temperatures. But taking a
frame with Auto WB enabled can give you
an indication of the dominant colours, and
those that require preservation.

Switch to Manual (Kelvin) O
 nce
you’ve found the preset with the best
compromise of warm and cool colours
it’s time to take manual control. Switch to
Kelvin control and choose a similar value
to the WB preset in the previous step
(around 4200K for Fluorescent, etc.).

Cover your bases The most effective
colour-balancing technique is to shoot
RAW, as WB can be blended from multiple
frames in software. To create these incamera, turn on WB bracketing and shoot
exposures for each lighting type.

Use RGB histograms

© Ollie Taylor

When shooting bright lights in dark settings, there
is a risk of clipping individual colour channels. While
lost highlights can be easy to spot, loss of detail in
just one channel is easily overlooked. Avoid this by
looking at the live RGB histograms, and avoid any of
the graphs touching the right wall.
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FOCUSING
AT NIGHT
It’s tempting to focus at infinity,
but the infinity mark in most lenses
is inaccurate, and further adjustment
is needed. Start at the infinity symbol,
and using the magnified view, adjust focus
until stars have no green or magenta halo
(indicating near and far focus respectively).
For greater accuracy use a Bahtinov mask
on the lens to fine-tune the focus position.
Always use manual focus to avoid
lens ‘hunting’. Multi-frame blending
may be required for wider
compositions.

USE THE
500 RULE

Advanced skills:

Astrophotography

Sometimes we want to capture
stars as solid points of light, rather
than star trails caused by the use of a long
exposure as the Earth rotates. To ensure a
balance of image brightness and sharpness,
use the formula 500/ focal length to attain the
maximum shutter speed with no visible trailing.
For a 200mm lens, you would set no more than
2.5 seconds using a full-frame camera. Simply
divide the final value by the crop factor of
your camera if using an APS-C or Micro
4/3 model (1.5 and 2 respectively)
and round to the nearest usable
EV speed.

Take your after-dark images further by exploring the night sky
After mastering the basics of working in
low-light conditions and exploring different
locations and challenges, it’s time to look
at combining genres. Astrophotography is a
niche sector, but it’s impossible not to explore
when discussing night photography.
While capturing images of city streets
is a challenge from a technical standpoint,
shooting celestial objects is in a category
of its own, requiring specialist gear. The
fundamental parameters remain unchanged
– shutter speed, f-stop and ISO – to achieve
a correct level of brightness, but many other
techniques must be adapted. White balance
control, for example, is different when using a
modified, full-spectrum camera, since colour
is perceived differently.

Regular DSLRs and CSCs are designed
with a Bayer filter installed over the sensor’s
surface to mimic the way our own eyes
respond to the electromagnetic spectrum,
and to make the most of the visible light
range (wavelengths of approximately 740
to 380 nanometres). Meanwhile, more
astrophotography-dedicated cameras like the
Nikon D810A or Canon EOS Ra are sensitive
to a greater proportion of wavelengths, from
ultraviolet to infrared, because they feature
a specialised filter. This will isolate light with
a wavelength of 656nm, which corresponds
to the unique wavelength emitted by most
nebulae. A regular off-the-shelf camera would
be unable to capture such objects effectively,
as the Bayer filter array prevents light at these

wavelengths from reaching the photosites in
meaningful quantities.
Mastering the use of telescopes is
another key skill when attempting many
astrophotography shots. Unlike zoom lenses,
a lot of telescopes use mirrors, which offer
much greater magnification for capturing
images of deep-space objects. DSLRs and
CSCs can be mounted to the vast majority of
telescope brands using a T-ring and a prime
focus adapter or eye-piece projection mount.
Consider using a telescope for astro shots
when focal length is the priority. The downside
of using telescopes, however, is that large
f-stops are common, making long exposures
a necessity in most cases, but they offer a
unique view into the cosmos.
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Pro focus

The best
telescope options

Astrophotography experts Ollie Taylor (www.
ollietaylorphotography.com) and Huw James
(www.huwjames.com) on the genre essentials

Astronomer Lee Cavendish
offers his advice on choosing a
telescope for every user level
Celestron Inspire 100AZ

What are the greatest
challenges associated
with photographing the
night sky, and how do
you overcome these?
Undoubtedly weather,
especially within the UK. The best way to
plan a landscape astrophotography shoot
is to read multiple weather forecasts,
then if two or three are looking good, roll
with it and head to location. The problem
is that different areas have their own

Price: £269 / $216
A great place to start, it has
great light-gathering specs and
is capable of both stargazing and
astrophotography. The bundle
includes a smartphone
holder for
capturing
pictures.
What’s
bad?
It is for
beginners,
so it’s built
for ease,
not advanced
astrophotography.

microclimate, so even if humidity looks good,
you can arrive on location and there is a low
mist, haze, moisture, and dew.
Which items of photo kit do you consider
essential for astrophotography?
A star tracker! If weather, conditions and
locations allow, carrying the extra weight and
taking that bit of extra time pays dividends.
It enables landscape astrophotographers to
shoot wide-angle scenes on ISOs such as 500,
then use a long exposure at the same sort
of ISO to create a clean foreground and pair
together in post-production.
How do you approach astro compositions?
I mostly do landscape
astrophotography, and that’s
almost always as part of a
story. Whether it’s camping
under the Milky Way and
Mont Blanc, or the vast
landscape of Svínafellsjökull,
there’s a story to tell about our place on the
planet, in our galaxy. Sometimes that is using
a deep-sky object to demonstrate how much
there is out there. But for me, having context
and foreground interest makes an astro-shot.

© Huw James

Price: £968 / $1,251
What’s good? It has a GoTo
equatorial mount with computerised
tracking, making it possible to shoot
long exposures. It also has a direct
SLR camera connection accessory.
What’s bad?
There’s the risk
of chromatic
aberration.
Planets also
appear too
small to
resolve any
distinguishing
surface
features.

Above

Celestron Advanced
VX 8” SCT XLT

© Gettyimages

Price: £1,743 / $2,252
What’s good? It has an excellent
motorised GoTo mount, and
Celestron’s optics and autoguider
support, which make it ideal for long
exposures of harder targets.
What’s bad? With a
203mm aperture
and 2,030mm
focal length,
it has a focal
ratio of f/10,
so it may be
better for
stargazing.
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Our place

Extreme depth

Astro shots can
provide a real
sense of our place
in the galaxy, and
create a sense of
wonderment at the
vastness of space

When working with
the different exposure
requirements of
foreground and sky,
planning is important
to ensure you capture
the best results

What are essential post-processing steps?
Personally, I enjoy getting everything in a
single frame. I’ll use the rule of 500 to make
sure my stars are (somewhat) sharp, and I’ll
use a tracker for deep-sky objects. Typically
I’ll try not to stack images or composite.
Normally it’s just the single frame. What I’ll do
then is take an SD card reader for my iPhone
or iPad and edit on Lightroom (Mobile). If I
can’t edit the photo in less than five minutes,
I didn’t get it good enough in shot. I do love
panoramic shots, composites, stacks, and
they have to be used for time blends, dark/
bright foregrounds and other creative shots!
There’s something nice about a single image.
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Advanced skills:

Light painting
Jason D Page experiments with special effects
and shows how to produce an ‘Illuminated Being’
architecture to portraiture, any subject can be
enhanced with the use of a lengthened shutter
speed and a practised ‘drawing’ technique.
The key to successful light painting is
understanding how different-coloured lights
interact with each other in a dark frame, and
learning to balance the exposure for both the
light art and the environment. Contrary to
what beginners might believe, there is more to
the method than simply setting the camera to
Bulb mode and moving a light source around
in the frame. Planning is required to get the
composition correct, and to avoid burning
out detail in highlight areas, while blocking
shadows in another.

Get your gear One thing that I am a
big proponent of is that your artistic
vision is far more important than your
gear. Having said that, for this particular
technique you will need a camera that
enables you to leave the shutter open for
about two or three minutes.

1

2

3

4

Choose location Pick a location without
too many lights in the area, especially in
the background. The darker the better. You
can create Illuminated Beings in your garden,
but ambient light will make things difficult. I
created this image on a lookout tower at my
local park far from city lights.

Pick your lights You’ll need an
omnidirectional light source. I created
this image using tools from Light Painting
Brushes – the Orange Opaque Light Writer
and the Yellow Color Hood. For light sources
I used the Coast G26 ﬂashlight and Soonfire
DS30 ﬂashlight.

Select settings Settings vary depending
on ambient light, but ISO 100, f/7.1 and
Bulb mode are good to start. Manual focus is
critical. I like to shoot with Fluorescent white
balance for a blue/purple sky hue. I need
about two minutes to trace my entire body
with light.

Contemplating The
State Of The World
© Jason D Page

Moving light sources have always been a
popular subject for after-dark photography,
as long exposures reduce lights to colourful
streaks and add energy to almost any scene.
Part of the reason why light trails are so
engaging is that the effects they create are
not something we see in nature. This means
that whenever we incorporate a feature into
an image, we have an opportunity to produce
something original.
Some artists have taken the concept to
new levels, generating a discrete branch of
photography. Light painting is a unique art
form, incorporating elements from any and
all genres. From landscapes, cityscapes and

By mastering the unique techniques
required, low light can be used as
a canvas on which to paint eyecatching light shapes, unobtainable
with another art medium

5

Body position Wear dark clothing to
avoid the model you are tracing from
being recorded. It absorbs light from the
writer rather than reﬂecting it. As for body
position, make sure it is going to be easy to
hold through the length of the exposure. I find
sitting or laying down easiest.
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Jason D Page is a light painter
who uses his camera as an
instrument for recording
light rather than a tool for
documentation.
One of his passions is
sharing the light-painting artform and
showing the limitless world of creativity that
opens up when the lights go out!
For more of Jason’s work, head to:
@jasondpage_lightpainter/
www.youtube.com/user/LightPaintingPhoto

TIP:
KEEP
MOVING!
It’s important to keep your
body moving while you are
illuminating the scene. Be
sure not to stand in one
place too long or you will
show up in the
image.

6

Trace with light Creating this type of
light painting is fairly simple – it’s a
matter of tracing your body in a back and
forth motion. The accumulation of these
movements of light over the long exposure
builds the image in a single exposure. Avoid
overlapping the light or switching hands.

7

Illuminate the scene After tracing your
body, illuminate the scene. Think about
what you would see if actually witnessing
this moment. The Light Painting Brushes
Color Hoods work well because the hood
blocks any unwanted light streaks from
being recorded.

8

Stop the exposure Once you are happy
with the amount of light you have added
into the scene, stop the exposure. And that
is it, you have created an Illuminated Being!
As you can see from the examples, you can
create and add these entities into all kinds of
magical scenes.
33
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Dark balance
A few simple colour and detail
adjustments remove distracting
colour casts, while adding
weight to otherwise empty areas
© Peter Fenech

Apply editing tweaks

Post-process your night images using a standardised, detail-improving recipe

1

Adjust colour balance Use the Colour
Balance Dialogue in Photoshop or the
Temperature and Tint sliders in Lightroom or
Camera Raw to make subtle, global changes.
Here I also used the Split Toning function to
target casts in highlight and shadow areas.

2

Work highlights and shadows Address
clear tonal issues at the extremes of the
range to recover as much detail as possible
in the darkest and lightest areas. Don’t push
these too far – we want to maintain the high
contrast, low-key atmosphere.

3

4

5

6

Add colour (PS) To combat black
skies, introduce extra cool colours to
increase depth and balance the frame. Here
I used Curves to introduce some blue into
the deepest shadows, which targeted the
underexposed sky and rolled back the clock
by around 20 minutes, for a blue-hour feel.

Apply local sharpening Start by
sharpening the edges in your shot for
a crisper image. Drag the Masking slider to
the right to exclude ﬂat, noise-prone tones
from the application. Use the Sharpen tool
in Photoshop to add extra sharpening to the
softest zones.

Control local lighting Play to the
high contrast by enhancing local areas of
illumination for a spotlighting effect. Street
lamps often cast tight beams and reﬂect
colour off the surroundings, so dodge and
burn to create localised contrast.

Reduce noise Remove chrominance
noise using the Colour slider in the NR
Panel. This can be set to a higher value than
Luminance without risk of detail smudging.
Move the Contrast and Detail controls to the
right to compensate for the loss created by
noise removal.
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